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Guinness has launched its summer OOH campaign, ‘Guinness Time’, and it includes Dynamic scheduling to 
leverage the ever-changing Irish summer weather. 

The creative message, served by PML Group’s Dynamic platform, is based on specific weather conditions 
with ‘It’s hot. We’re cold. Guinness Time.’ displaying when the temperature reaches or surpasses 18 degrees. 
But if it’s raining, the creative switches to ‘It’s raining, we’re pouring. Guinness Time’. 

In addition to the pre-defined Dynamic triggers, the flexibility of the DOOH portfolio allows Guinness to run 
at key intervals for the brand with activity running from Wednesday to Friday between 3-7pm, targeting the 
after-work socialisers by stimulating consideration and purchase. 

Location targeting was made possible by PML Group’s Locomizer data with audience affinity for ‘drinks out’ 
analysed for the planning and placement of the campaign. The targeted OOH environments include in-bar, 
commuter and roadside digital screens as well as on a host of classic formats in main cities across Ireland.

Scott Molloy, Account Manager at Source out of home said of the campaign;
“We are a nation that is obsessed with the climate so Guinness’s use of weather triggers in its campaign is a 
great way to create compelling content that is relevant to the environment the ad is served.  The flexibility and 
content adaptability of the Dynamic platform provides an optimal OOH presence at key times for the iconic 
drink- in addition to driving pint appeal.“

Media: Carat   -   Creative: AMV BBDO   -   OOH Agency: Source out of home

GUINNESS TAPS INTO THE 
DYNAMIC IRISH SUMMERTIME
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News and current affairs stories evolve all the time, so a talk station like 
Newstalk is better placed to deliver the most up-to-the-minute views 
on any topic. The Tenth Man brought this idea to life by showing all 
the different takes on a given story - funny, serious, provocative and 
contradictory - in a type-only OOH and digital campaign.

Displayed in car heavy forecourt and roadside settings, the campaign 
created news topics out of buzzwords encouraging the audience to set 
the dial to Newstalk’s airwaves for the latest news.  The creative showed 
the red livery inscribed with a word in bold focus alongside a roller of 
associated words, reinforcing the campaign’s ‘Get The Word On The Day’ 
tagline.

NEWSTALK HEADLINES 
NEW CAMPAIGN 

Media: Carat   -   Creative: The Tenth Man   -   OOH Agency: PML
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CorkLive has undergone a name change and will now be known as CorkBeo. The news publishing site has launched a regional 
OOH campaign to inform Corkonians of the change. 

 48 Sheets, Bus Shelters, Tesco Live, Urban Screens and Social D’s around the county aided the local and live launch of the new 
website. Ground stencils made an appearance around the city as well for unmissable impact. 

CORK IS BEO WITH OOH

Media: Zenith    -   Creative: Core Creative    -   OOH Agency: PML
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The Economist recently set up shop in Dublin train stations over a three-day period for an experiential OOH activation 
for its sustainable future campaign. The idea of the activation was based on the issue of food wastage and raising 
awareness of the problem.
 
To highlight the issue, the Economist handed out bottled juices made from wonky fruit and vegetables that would have 
been otherwise been thrown away. Brand ambassadors were on hand to create conversation and drive subscriptions to 
the economist who promoted its special discounted rate. 

Our iQ research has found that 68% of consumers feel that experiential activations enable brands to create real life 
connections with them.

REJUICE WITH THE ECONOMIST 
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Ireland’s most talked about holiday resort, Center Parcs, is here.  Revolutionising the short-break market for Irish families, the Longford 
resort took to OOH as its opens bookings for summer ‘19. 

Large epic formats create a stand out, unmissable campaign. 240 Sheets, 96 Sheets, 48 Sheets, the dX screen in Dundrum Town Centre 
and the Green Screen outside St Stephens Green shopping centre all display the epic family adventures. 

CENTER PARCS EPIC OOH ADVENTURES

Media: Starcom   -   Creative: Chemistry    -   OOH Agency: PML
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Our favourite cooler drink is back in McDonald’s for the summer months and the McCafé range is 
advertising on Outdoor to spread the word. 

To promote the return, McDonald’s has integrated Dynamic triggers into its Digital OOH plan to produce a 
more disruptive campaign for the audience in the Outdoor environment. 

For the hugely popular frozen strawberry lemonade, temperature and location triggers were introduced to 
display the real time temperature alongside the panel location to create new bespoke taglines, relevant 
to the setting. The tailored creative is served via PML Group’s Dynamic platform once the temperature 
reaches a balmy 18 degrees. 

The newly introduced Iced Latte is also being advertised on a number of OOH formats. Day part scheduling 
is employed across Retail and Commuter Digital with the Iced Latte creative taking the morning slot and 
the Dynamic content scheduled to display after 11am, ensuring relevance to the time of day as well. 

The campaign was planned and delivered by the teams in Mediaworks and Source out of home, with 
creative by Leo Burnett and will run across various cycles in June and July.  Affinity groups for ‘Eating 
Out’ were analysed using Locomizer data and the use of proximity targeting enabled pinpoint precision in 
targeting key audiences and areas for the brand. 

Commenting on the campaign, Orlagh Keane, Senior Account Manager at Source out of home said; “As 
the temperatures begin to rise, the use of weather triggers make sense for the seasonal McCafé range. 
Dynamic Digital tempts the audience into action with creative that is relevant to them with location and 
weather served as they pass”.

McDonald’s Brand Manager, Cliona McDonnell added; “McDonald’s are delighted to engage Dynamic 
Digital Out of Home advertising in our McCafe Iced campaign this Summer.  As temperatures start to 
rise across Ireland, our Dynamic Digital advertising will showcase to customers the McDonald’s Frozen 
Strawberry Lemonade, which is available from our McCafe Iced range. Just the thing for a hot Summer’s 
day!”

Clare Connaughton Client Director, Mediaworks concluded; 
“Outdoor is an essential medium in driving awareness for McCafe Iced products in the summer months.  By 
using dynamic creative we can create real appeal for Frozen Strawberry Lemonade by making the creative 
contextually relevant.  By calling out the temperature by location we can therefore be more targeted while 
delivering more campaign cut-through. “ 

Media: Mediaworks   -   Creative: Leo Burnett    -   OOH Agency: Source out of home

MCDONALD’S SERVES UP 
DYNAMIC MCCAFÉ CAMPAIGN 
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Nutramino’s Nutra- Go, a complete range of high protein snacks, was new to OOH this month and is 
advertised as the perfect snack for life on the go. 

Different colour palettes were used to correspond with the different product colours, making them 
easily identifiable. The high protein low sugar products include milkshakes, cake bars and wafers. 

Various exerting activities were on display on formats that appeal to younger audiences with Bus 
Shelters, T-Sides, Luas columns and digital screens in gyms forming the media plan. Audience location 
insights were gleaned from Locomizer with health & fitness affinity audiences targeted. 

Media: Carat   -   Creative: Goosebump    -   OOH Agency: PML

FOR LIFE ON THE GO, THERE’S 
OUT OF HOME 
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Classic romantic scenarios set the scene for the National Diary Council’s new campaign that 
champions the benefits of dairy to audiences across Ireland. 

Set to look like a rom com film poster, the plot twist is the object of affection is in fact an Irish Dairy 
product. The series of humorous OOH creatives reflect a healthy and loving relationship with Irish dairy 
and the love it gives back in vitamins and minerals. 

The loving embrace can be seen on high reach formats such as 48 Sheets, Bus Shelters and dX 
screens in the IIac, Pavilions, Dundrum and the Square. Five wrapped Bus Shelters were delivered 
along key arterial routes into the city for added impact. 

Marketing Manager of the NDC Jeanne Spillane said “This is the second phase of Irish Dairy – The 
Compete Natural advertising campaign and aims to offer a fresh and inspiring approach to dairy 
for a younger generation. We deliberately wanted to inject some humour into these ads whilst also 
communicating the nutritional value and importance of dairy in the diet. Working across TV, radio, 
Online and Outdoor, we created a series of rib-tickling commercials to reflect the benefits of a healthy 
relationship with Irish dairy!”

Media: OMD   -   Creative: TBWA\Dublin    -   OOH Agency: Source out of home

A VERY DAIRY LOVE AFFAIR
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A smartly dressed pug was on hand, alongside agents in suits, to promote the new Men in Black film in the airport, as T2 arrivals was the centre piece for the Men in Black International OOH campaign. 

The arrivals wall could be seen fully wrapped in the Men in Black film poster creative making a huge impact in the terminal. The campaign also coincided with the return of Irish lightweight champion, Katie Taylor, 
attracting a considerable increase in the number of impressions the campaign received and bonus coverage from other media.  Roadside, commuter and retail Digital screens and mobile T-Sides formed the rest of the 
OOH plan.
 
Grainne MacNeice, Account Manager in OMD Ireland commented on the takeover “MIB is a franchise recognised the world over, so we knew we needed a high impact takeover for the film’s release in Ireland. The 
Arrivals gate in T2 has a high dwell time with 296,084 passengers passing through in the same cycle in 2018. Our aim was to tie the international element of the film with a recognisably Irish space. The T2 Arrivals wall 
provided the perfect canvas for the large-scale creative to be hosted. The DAA have the premium formats available and high footfall needed to raise awareness with our target audience. The installation coincided with 
Katie Taylor’s return home after becoming the undisputed lightweight champion of the world so the spill-over into national media coverage was priceless!”

Media: OMD   -   OOH Agency: Source out of home

MEN IN BLACK TAKE OVER 
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Locations in New York and Ireland are the focus of Carroll’s new long-term OOH campaign, with fully 
wrapped buses making their way through Dublin, Cork and Galway adorned with the campaign creative. 

Taglines are tailored to the city the buses will be seen with ‘Central Park to Phoenix Park’,’Times Square to 
Eyre Square’, and ’From the Big Apple to the Real Capital’ creating relevant messaging to the audience.  
The blacked-out buses are visible until the end of the year. 

Media: Mediaworks   -   Creative: Brand New Creative    -   OOH Agency: Source out of home

CARROLL’S NEW YORK DELI 
POPS UP IN IRELAND
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Out With is our series that delves into the Outdoor lives of some of the country’s best known media and marketing professionals. This month, we hear from Rothco Marketing Director, Jill Byrne.

1. Favourite thing to do outdoors
Eat! Nothing tastes as nice as it does outdoors.

2.  Favourite place to shop - Shopping Centre/City Centre 
I live very close to Dundrum Town Centre, so I spend more time there than I should. However, 
I still love to wander around Dublin city – the atmosphere is something you just don’t get in a 
shopping centre.

3. Favourite location for a weekend walk
Either Marlay Park on a Saturday or the People’s Park on a Sunday. These times coincide with 
when Coco Markets are on – my kids are obsessed with the Patatas Bravas from the Tapas stand.

4. Favourite pub for a cosy drink
Grogans on South William Street or when I’m in work, McGettigans in Smithfield, who do the 
most amazing toasted sandwiches and homemade soup in all of Ireland.

5. Favourite park to visit  
I recently visited Richmond Park in London for the first time and was blown away by all of the deer! 
It’s an amazing space. Back home it has to be Marlay Park, which luckily is right on my doorstep.

6. Your Hidden Gem
Dough Bros. in Galway is a recent discovery and their pizzas are something to behold. They had a 
pop up in Dublin recently and I can confirm that they travel well. Please open up in Dublin Dough 
Bros!

7. Favourite roadtrip to take 
I went to a friends wedding in Ravello on the Amalfi Coast in Italy many years ago and still 
remember being both terrified and in awe of the scenery on the winding road up to Ravello.

8. Favourite OOH site/location and why
For me, powerful creative makes a site impactful. It’s what we do with it that matters.

9. Favourite sports venue  
I’m no Sport Billy but anytime I’m in or around the Aviva in Dublin, I am blown away by it’s 
architectural design and impact.

10. Favourite Irish beach 
The tiny beach at Sandycove in Dublin has given me some lovely childhood memories.

11. Favourite location for some inspiration 
I love Bullock Harbour in Dalkey for some quiet time.

12. Favourite mode of transport 
Since I’ve discovered podcasts, I’ve started to enjoy driving again. Traffic no longer gets the 
better of me.

13. All-time favourite OOH Campaign
Having worked on the Coca-Cola account for many years, I still look out for clever campaigns that 
deliver on that timeless brief of ‘refreshment in a poster’. This campaign won at Cannes Lions this 
year and nails that brief perfectly.

Jill Byrne,
Marketing Director, Rothco

O U T  W I T H . . .
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WARC asked Stefan Lameire, until recently Chief Customer and Revenue Officer at Clear Channel 
International, to predict the trends that will shape OOH in the coming years.

Having worked for almost eight years as a senior executive at Clear Channel International – a role I 
recently left – it left me with some interesting insights into the commercial opportunities of the fascinating 
industry of outdoor advertising, and how it might develop in the coming years.

1. Data boosts contextual relevance

It comes as no surprise that, besides regulation, data and technology will be at the heart of OOH’s future 
transformation. The digitisation of media and media buying has turned this into an even bigger opportunity 
than for any other advertising medium.

The reason is pretty straightforward: Outdoor has no content to monetise, content which in other 
traditional media is now freely available in a digital world. Outdoor is a pure-play advertising platform 
where content will only be added when contextually relevant for the advertising message or for the build-
up of a specific audience or reach.

Even if content can add some value, the biggest value creating aspect for outdoor is probably context: 
making sure the right advertising message lands at the right time, in the right location and with the right 
audience. This is where data comes into play. The advertiser which gets most out of its data will have a 
higher ROI. The media owner that best understands the value of that data will be best placed to obtain 
higher yields with its limited inventory.

An example I particularly like is from Spain, where the brand achieved a very high ROI. Nivea launched 
its face care-line Urban Skin using digital Outdoor panels near relevant points of sales, and adapted the 
message based on a few freely available environmental data sets (temperature, air quality and UV-index).

A more recent example in Sweden, widely covered in the press, also used location and temperature to 
direct homeless people to nearby shelters, showcasing how Outdoor advertising can do really good for 
society. It is no surprise this was one of the most awarded outdoor campaigns of 2018.

Where big advertisers and media agencies have been investing heavily in data, and in the understanding 
of data, the Outdoor industry is still catching up.

Contextual, and especially location, data is starting to be used on a regular base, but the use of more 
detailed audience data is still in its infancy. Radar (Clear Channel) in the US is probably the exception 
among media owners, where media agencies have taken more structural actions acquiring major data 
companies (Dentsu-Aegis acquiring Merkle in 2016 for example, and most recently in 2018 IPG acquiring 
Acxiom).

Where recent GDPR-regulation is – rightly – aiming for a respectful treatment of the privacy of data, it 
should not stop the media industry, within those boundaries, exploring the value of using the available data.

 2. The value of OOH digitisation: competing while completing other media

With the digitisation of OOH comes not only additional flexibility, but also extra complexity. Managing that 
complexity is still in the process of being automated. This automation is developing rapidly, and it has to 
develop rapidly if the outdoor industry wants to capture the value of digitisation and the automation of 
media buying.

Putting digital panels in the ground, and exploiting the creative value that brings, is one opportunity; 
entering the world of selling over digital platforms, both for paper and digital assets, is another.

The industry has long hidden in a small, safe OOH ‘village’, where outdoor specialists plan and buy 
Outdoor ad solutions for outdoor advertisers. The first digital panels were seen as an evolution of those 
solutions, but did not revolutionise the industry overall. Luckily OOH media owners have started to realise 
it cannot continue to operate in a silo.

The true potential of Outdoor depends on how it completes and competes with other media. This is even 
more valuable in a digital world where the likes of Facebook and Google take away all growth in media 
spend. Outdoor is the perfect conversation-starter for any advertiser or brand wishing to continue that 
conversation with consumers via other communication channels. Twitter’s OOH campaign, which won a 
Cannes Lions Grand Prix in 2017, offered exponential value taking into account all the conversations it 
provoked on social media.

Platform sales (I prefer not to refer to ‘programmatic’, which is narrower and doesn’t do credit to the 
value OOH can bring) can facilitate that, with access to different players in the value chain, to different 
advertisers and ad budgets, adding an extra opportunity for media owners to better meet the needs of new 
and existing customers, and to further increase yields.

THE FUTURE OF OOH MEDIA 
THROUGH A COMMERCIAL LENS Stefan Lameire

G U E S T  A R T I C L E
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Today, Outdoor media owners have access to new budgets from Heineken, for example, which can 
combine its objectives of acquisition and consumption in one campaign, conditionally triggered by location 
and audience, using 12 different creatives. That is revenue coming in from an existing advertiser for a 
campaign which simply was not within reach before, because outdoor media owners were not capable of 
delivering it. Now they are.

In order to fully exploit the potential, the Outdoor industry will have to invest in more sophisticated pricing 
mechanisms, and in processes which manage at best the opportunity of multi-channel sales. Only then will 
it be able to sell the right product, based on the available inventory, at the right price, to the right customer 
via the right sales channel. We just have to look at the hospitality and travel industry to see at the potential 
value this will bring.

3. Artificial Intelligence at the heart of further value creation

Another source of inspiration for B2C communications industry comes from the Amazons of this world. By 
using data and AI, they manage to predict my needs as a consumer, and thus upsell their products. I am 
convinced that the value of platform sales will not only come from managing the sales process, but should 
evolve into a direction where media owners can predict (and thus steer) the usage of OOH’s limited 
inventory.

The day an Outdoor media owner combines the intelligence of its own inventory data (real time availability, 
historical seasonality and yield) with more sophisticated audience data (who is reached when and in which 
mood), contextual data (weather, time of day, events, social media feeds, etc), and with data from existing 
or potential advertisers, it creates a new paradigm.

That OOH media owner will be able to suggest to Ford, for example, that the brand might be interested 
in booking a bespoke campaign based on available (or predicted available) inventory for its convertible 
car model at a certain point in time, because data analytics have shown that consumers tend to be more 
receptive to buy a convertible within those specific conditions.

Or the platform may decide that would be smarter to make a bespoke suggestion to Benadryl (assuming 
data would show hay fever season is approaching) because the pharmaceutical industry might tend to pay 
higher yields than the automotive industry.

The longer this approach is used, the smarter the platform will get, and the higher yields we will see for the 
media owners, whilst still serving its customers in the best possible way.

The Outdoor industry is getting really good at meeting at best customer needs whilst maximising its yield 
potential by looking backwards at historical data. But if it wants to stay ahead of the curve, really take its 
share of the growth of media (and not just win share from other media), and further develop profit margins, 
I think it should radically increase the usage of data, accelerate the investment in tools and technology to 
manage that data, and start adding AI and predictive modelling.

The time has come to start looking forward, and not only looking backwards.

Customer ownership will determine who is in control

I imagine the Outdoor industry would fully agree that this is the right way forward. The biggest challenge 
might remain who will manage this platform or these platforms. Because there is one other thing we can 
learn from the big technology players: whoever owns the customer relationship will be in control.

This article first appeared in WARC.

THE FUTURE OF OOH MEDIA 
THROUGH A COMMERCIAL LENS Stefan Lameire
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New to OOH

Freddo Treasures

Media:  Carat

OOH Agency:  PML

SMA Little Steps

Media:  Wavemaker

OOH Agency:  Source out of home

Smirnoff Infusions

Media: Carat

OOH Agency:  Source out of home
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SOCIABLE 
MEDIA 

WELCOME

Welcome to Francesca Aird-Mash 
who this month joined the Poster Audit 
Bureau team as Operations Executive.
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Aero Bliss – Fill the Bubbles

LONDON: Premium confectionery brand Aero Bliss shares the indulgent pleasure of chocolate in an 
experiential out-of-home campaign which even dispenses its brand new velvety, whipped bubbles. 

Breaking at Westfield London the campaign aims to create special moments by engaging people in an 
interactive activity in which they will have an opportunity to try the new indulgent Aero Bliss chocolates.

The campaign was created by JWT and planned through Zenith and Posterscope. 

To power the concept, pressurised flooring and an automated dispenser unit shaped like an oversized Aero 
Bliss box was installed for people to interact with as the advert unfolds on the Eat Street screen. 

Every time a passer-by steps on one of five pressure pads in the flooring, the screen creative dynamically 
changes message. 

A chocolate wrapper twists into a replica gramophone, which releases the sound of musical bubbles which 
float up to the top of the screen. The countdown fills the screen as each pressure pad is activated until all 
five are stepped upon. 

Once there are five people participating, the screen message changes once again and in this moment, actual 
bubbles are released as the Aero Bliss soundtrack begins to play and the lid of the dispenser opens to reveal 
a mixed selection of individually wrapped chocolates for the participants to enjoy.

Planet OOH

Nike’s ‘Dream Crazy’ wins Outdoor Grand Prix at Cannes Lions

CANNES: Wieden+Kennedy’s ‘Dream Crazy’ campaign for Nike featuring US football player Colin 
Kaepernick won the first of what may be a number of Grand Prix at the Cannes International Festival of 
Creativity.

Outdoor jury president John Patroulis said the Nike work set a high bar that no other piece proved capable 
of reaching or surpassing. “It was hard to talk about anything else having that kind of impact in an Outdoor 
piece.” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A1hDscZfE2w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A1hDscZfE2w
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Planet OOH

Domino’s is filling in potholes in the US to ‘protect pizza

U.S.A.: Domino’s is filling in potholes across the US, as part of a campaign called Paving for Pizza.

According to the pizza chain, the infrastructure investment is to protect its drivers’ precious pizza cargo. 

Road repairs have already occurred in towns in Texas, California and Georgia, but the company has also set 
up a website on which customers can nominate their town.

Selected towns will receive a grant from the company to go towards road repairs. 

“Have you ever hit a pothole and instantly cringed? We know that feeling is heightened when you’re bringing 
home a carryout order from your local Domino’s store,” said Russell Weiner, president of Domino’s USA.

“We don’t want to lose any great-tasting pizza to a pothole, ruining a wonderful meal – Domino’s cares too 
much about its customers and pizza to let that happen.”

Samsung turns Singapore bus stops into wireless charging stations

SINGAPORE: Samsung has partnered with JCDecaux Singapore to turn bus stops into wireless charging 
stations.

Claiming a first, the OOH campaign has seen 10 of the city’s busiest bus stops kitted out with the Wireless 
PowerSharing feature of the latest Samsung Galaxy S10+ smartphone.

Lena Liew, head of brand marketing at Samsung Singapore’s IT and Mobile business described it as a 
“creative solution” for its marketing push around the new phone.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JX8v0lNa4Qs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JX8v0lNa4Qs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WrGPwvcURQk
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CYCLES 10 - 11 2019
TOP RECALL TOP RATED

Dunnes Stores   -   Format: 48 Sheet  -   Media: Carat
OOH Agency: Source out of home

Centra   -   Format: Bus Shelter   -   Media: Starcom
OOH Agency: Source out of home

McDonald’s Eurosaver
Format: Bus Shelter 
Media: Mediaworks 
Creative: Leo Burnett
OOH Agency: Source out of home

Naked Juice
Format: MegaRear (Air Coach)
Media: OMD 
Creative: Havas 
OOH Agency: PML

KFC Fill Up Lunch
Format: T-Side 
Media: Zenith
Creative: Mother 
OOH Agency: Source out of home

Cadbury Dairy Milk
Format: T-Side 
Media: Carat
Creative: VCCP
OOH Agency: PML

1. 1.

2. 2.3. 3.



20All figures based on display value at rate card. 

1 Retail Outlets €1,934k 6 Telecoms €1,425k

2 Finance €1,908k 7 Political & Advisory €1,051k

3 Soft Drinks €1,734k 8 Tourism & Travel €1,047k

4 Beers & Ciders €1,536k 9 Confectionery & Snacking €900k

5 QSRs €1,462k 10 Food €899k

TOP CATEGORIES
MAY 2019 CYCLES 10 – 11

Small Large Transport Digital Other

k

Retail Outlets

Finance

Soft Drinks

Beers & Ciders

QSRs

Telecoms

Political & Advisory

Tourism & Travel

Confectionery & Snacking

Food
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Last Month’s Winner:
Congratulations to Olwen Inglis from Carat who won two tickets to The Bodyguard Musical.

The Comedy Hit of the Summer Returns to the Olympia Theatre!

Packed full of craic, huge laughs, culchies, Dubs and lots of shifting!

Copper Face Jacks: The Musical was the hottest ticket in Dublin last summer following rave reviews and 
standing ovations every single night! 

From the creator of Ross O’Carroll Kelly, Paul Howard, Copper Face Jacks: The Musical is a love story set 
on the eve of a Dublin v Kerry All Ireland Final, when a sweet Kerry girl ends up falling head over  her flat-
shoes for the Captain of the Dublin football team - Gino Wyldes. Can love conquer all as these two young 
sweethearts face massive cultural and linguistic hurdles on their road to happiness/Croker? 

Copper Face Jacks: The Musical is produced by Kite Entertainment and Verdant Productions in 
association with the Olympia Theatre. Original Concept Created by Daren Smith with Paul Howard.

COMPETITION
Copper Face Jacks -
The Musical
Friday 2nd August, 8pm, Olympia Theatre

Send your answers to competitions@pmlgroup.ie

b Ross O’Carroll-Kelly

For a chance to win a pair of tickets tell us:

Paul Howard, creator of the Copper Face Jacks the Musical, is the best known 
for creating what book series?

a The Famous Five c Harry Potter

mailto:competitions%40pmlgroup.ie?subject=Engage%20Competition


EVENT GUIDE
JULY

1st Vampire Weekend at the Trinity Summer Series 2019 Trinity College

1st - 6th The Rocky Horror Show Bord Gáis Energy Theatre

2nd Foals At The Trinity Summer Series 2019 Trinity College

3rd Eddie Vedder 3Arena

3rd - 6th Dylan Moran - Dr Cosmos Irish Tour 2019 Vicar Street

3rd - 7th Dubai Duty Free Irish Open Ballyliffin Golf Club, Lahinch

4th Paul Weller at the Trinity Summer Series 2019 Trinity College

5th - 7th Longitude 2019 Marlay Park

5th - 6th Westlife Croke Park

5th Hall & Oates Iveagh Gardens

5th - 7th Traidphicnic An Spidéal, Galway

6th Stereophonics at the Trinity Summer Series 2019 Trinity College

6th - 7th Groove Festival Bray

6th - 7th Promenade Festival Waterford

7th David Gray: Live at the Marquee Cork

9th Stevie Wonder 3Arena

9th - 20th Annie Bord Gáis Energy Theatre 

11th - 10th 
August 

Copper Face Jacks: the Musical  Olympia Theatre 

12th - 14th  Laya Healthcare’s City Spectacular Merrion Square, Dublin 

13th/14th All-Ireland hurling quarter-final Croke Park 

13th - 14th Dublin Wizard Con RDS

15th - 28th Galway International Arts Festival Galway

18th -21st The Festival of Curiosity Dublin

18th -21st Open Championship in Royal Portrush Portrush

19th - 20th The Folly Festival Cullohill, Co. Laois 

19th - 21st Knockanstockan Festival Blessington

20th Dublin Maker Merrion Square

27-28th Bray Air Display Bray

27-28th Off The Street Food Fest Letterkenny, Donegal 

27/28th All-Ireland hurling semi-finals Croke Park 

30th - 3rd August The Bodyguard Bord Gáis Energy Theatre 

AUGUST
2nd - 4th Spraoi International Street Arts Festival Waterford

3rd - 11th Dublin Horse Show RDS

3rd - 4th Beatyard Dun Laoghaire Harbour

Bray Air Display

Westlife


